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INTRODUCTION
Eventful People has specialised in developing communities of common interest for business and IT
professionals for over a decade in South Africa. Each year, Eventful People embarks on a unique research
project, including a series of round table discussions with customers from over 30 organisations, from
which we establish what the common challenges, concerns and areas of interest are currently in the HR
community
This snapshot is a summary of the discussion points that are most pressing to those working in HR in
South Africa. The themes identified in this research inform the agenda for the HR Innovation & Tech
Conference, taking place in August 2022.

THE EVENTFUL RESEARCH
PROCESS
Our unique research process ensures pure and accurate information is generated through debate and
discussion among the community. Themes that emerge from the research groups are used to build the
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agenda for the HR Innovation & Tech Fest conference 2022. HR Innovation & Tech will demonstrate how
HR is being enabled by technology through a combination of case studies, thought-leader presentations,
discussion groups, product demos and interactive panels, all based around the key topics in this report.
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01

Enhancing the Employee Experience

Employee experience being at the core of everything is key. The success of a business majorly depends on its workforce and to tap into an
employee’s potential, it’s vital that they are happy and motivated. Businesses must use smarter solutions to enable workers at all levels to be able to
participate in the tech journey. It is of utmost importance that ALL employees have the same feeling of belonging and companies who embrace
change are retaining talent far better than those who don’t! It is vital that organisations consider corporate oppression vs corporate democracy and
what it means when business incorporates new technologies. In South Africa, not every employee has a smart phone, data, or the ability to access
financial instruments. Business must find ways to combat this very contextual issue for South African employees to have a good experience and in
return reap the business benefits. Ensuring that systems, and the workplace in general, are suitable for your business and employees is half the
battle, ensuring that these systems are optimized for your employees for the best possible experience is crucial.
Key Focus Areas:
Optimal HR Tech employee experience versus optimal work life employee experience and how to achieve both in your business
Providing employees with the right tools, technology, and work environment.
Treating the employee experience as a “Bottom-up concept.”
Building an employee experience strategy
How to understand employee needs betters
Tracking employee engagement – the output after elevating EX
Ensuring adaptability which guarantees employability
HR and L&D working together to build a better employee experience

02

The Workforce of the Future - Attract, Retain & Upskill

Employees nowadays expect a personalized experience. They want to be appreciated for their uniqueness and have ample scope for development.
Organisations need to provide an experience that drives people to do purposeful work. Let your employee know that you are listening. Business
must realise the great benefits to exploring an employee’s potential beyond their designated role and creating a workplace with greater agility and
in turn a less likelihood of losing good people. A Skills based approach holds significant promise for future careers and it now depends on how much
appetite business must recall the organisation as we know and how much autonomy do we allow people to have. HR must play a role in preparing
both the organisation and the individual for a future we cannot see and understand to what extent technology enabling us to make these changes.
Key Focus Areas:
Investing in skills to avoid an inevitable “brain drain”
Understanding that Skills have become the DNA of the organisation.
The Journey of redefining job profiles - Navigating job and skills flexibility
Ensuring continued assessment of all employees (competence, skills, agility)
Mapping skills with job architecture
Shifting South Africa’s organizational culture’s archaic constructs
Aligning recruitment practices with organizational culture shift
How do we retain and reinspire disgruntled workers?
Defining a positive company culture - what it is like to work for your company?
Establishing robust Internal Communication and accelerating our thinking
Recruitment technology comparisons, pros and cons

03

The Evolution of HR Leadership

To accelerate the path to the long-term destination of organizations, HR priorities must be designed to solve short-term problems. An ineffective
management style can exacerbate employee stress. By taking on greater accountability for driving innovation and executing business
transformation in a hybrid work model, HR leaders can be more effective personally and lead their HR teams to success.
Key Focus Areas:
Teaching training managers to lead with empathy
Establishing consequential accountability for Diversity, Equity & Inclusion in your organizations’ leaders.
In what way can leaders support the development of a hybrid work model
Using human-centric design to offer flexible experiences, enable intentional collaboration and drive empathy-based management.
Employing more dynamic approaches to manage shifting skills needs
Reevaluating workforce support offerings to drive productivity and health, not just performance, is the key to long-term workforce resilience.
Optimize the HR function for agility, customer centricity, and organizational efficiency

04

Embracing HR Data & Analytics

There is increased importance on making data-driven decisions and people data can be highly valuable if analyzed and used correctly. Whether it’s
predicting candidate success to make better hiring decisions, predicting employee turnover to prevent talent from leaving or testing which
employee policies are effective or not, workforce analytics can change the game for better decision making in the business. Organisations need rich
and extensible content to analyse and plan for the workforce, with insights that cover the entire HCM ecosystem. Agility is key to driving those key
decisions when needed and taking appropriate action as and when required.
Key Focus Areas:
HR data and analytics solutions available
Building a data-driven culture in the HR department
By what method can business define data and then manage data?
How can HR track the deliverables of a program and show tangible benefits and ROI?
How can HR build the expertise and understanding of the data analytics that we require?
Real-time data & access to live dashboards – what is possible?
People Data – legislations challenges and gaining trust from employees
Aligning HR, Business & IT to define data responsibilities
The impact of the gig economy on data mining and collection

05

Navigating & embracing the HR Technology Landscape

HR Technology is, and will continue to be, a key enabler of growth well into the future. Businesses need to be developing an integrated digital HR
strategy, but integration is one of the major challenges that organisations are facing. Due to the HR function being extensive, a unique functionality
needs to be developed to achieve the operational requirements. There is no silver bullet, and HR departments find themselves integrating several
separate systems to match their needs, which often results in disparate systems and data.
Key Focus Areas:
How can HR win buy-in for digital transformation and how do we build a business case to demonstrate the benefits?
How can we keep up with ever-changing HR technology?
Building an effective digital HR roadmap & business case – case studies showcasing failures & successes
What is the best way to select new technology to meet business needs?
Integration challenges: On a local & global landscape
HR technology in the African context: Challenges that arise from different geographical areas
What are the real capabilities and possibilities for automation, AI & robotics – case studies
How to make the ROI on HR technology tangible
HR & IT: Project ownership and responsibilities
Defining line managers roles and responsibilities when introducing new technology
How do we overcome restrictions and governance that is inhibiting us to move forward?

06 Driving Change & Innovation in HR
In the last two years, the way we work and how businesses operate has changed more than anything else. Human Resources has been under
greater pressure than any other corporate department to keep up with the rapid pace of change. The year 2022 will be all about pushing the limits of
how HR can contribute value. Our economies and every enterprise have been continuously disrupted. That is why, in 2022 and beyond, it is even
more critical to be aware of these HR trends and understand how to use them to create transformation and add more business value. With
transformation becoming more widespread, HR must assume responsibility for these change processes and track their impact and development.
HR should play a crucial role in guiding these change efforts, given its knowledge.
Key Focus Areas:
Designing organizational structures that encourage cross-functional collaboration and communication regardless of where they sit
How to create common talent marketplaces with key partners
Increasing collaboration and engagement amongst departments across the company
How HR can must link leadership and business requirements to employee talents
Change Management tips and tricks for technology rollouts in HR
What tools are available to support change management & ensure inclusivity?
Utilising agile & innovation approaches to change – What are other organisations doing?
Keeping change exciting – what options are out there for gamified change management?

07

Employee Wellness & Wellbeing

Your employees mental and physical health are fundamental for business growth, strength, stability, and sustainability. Physical and mental fitness has
become a buzz word amongst the HR community, and it is a growing concept in organisations. There is a great emphasis on proactively promoting and
encouraging a positive and healthy lifestyle and attitude, which ultimately improves performance at work. Wellness needs to be looked at strategically,
and programs that are put in place need to be strategic with measurable deliverables. Leadership maturity is needed to drive a Culture where people
believe that their organisations have their best interests at heart. Bring your best self to work requires support, encouragement, and an environment
that nurtures respect and understanding.
A holistic approach to wellness needs to be taken. Wellness programs must recognise employees’ physical, mental, financial, and social wellness, but
how can HR departments implement the correct program to achieve this? The HR community wants to hear what has succeeded and failed in other
organisations wellness programs.
Key Focus Areas:
Understanding what your existing culture is really made of and how this affects your workforce on any given day
Preventing vs. Reacting - building and maintaining a workplace culture that makes employees feel safe
Facilitating seamless communication and Increasing employee morale
Insights into holistic employee wellness solutions
Developing an Employee Wellness Strategy
How technology can be utlised to improved employee wellness
Overcoming the issues of tracking work progress when it comes to flexibly in the workplace
Managing employees’ expectations and demands when it comes to wellness

To learn more about these key
topics, join us at the event!
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